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*Linux Action News 231 [3]*

Why Dirty Pipe is a dirty dog, the explosive adoption of Linux at AMD, and an important update on elementary OS.

*XeroLinux 2022.03.06 overview | An "Eyecandy" lover's wet dream. - Invidious [4]*

In this video, I am going to show an overview of XeroLinux 2022.03.06 and some of the applications pre-installed.
First up in the News, Linux Mint Edge is out, PinePhone Pro Explorer Edition can be ordered, Gnome and Plasma have new versions you can test, Nvidia and Wayland play nicely on Plasma, and we are all mocking Cosmic.

In security, FOSS is a national security issue and Microsoft decides not to force locks.

Then in our Wanderings, Joe fixes things, Moss installs things, Bill works on things and Norbert writes things down.

"Deck anxiety" and the future of native Linux ports? featuring Jason Evangelho, Liam & Nick! - Invidious

Thanks to Jason Evangelho, Nick from The Linux Experiment & Liam from Gaming on Linux! I had an absolute blast with this.

Linux Essentials - Bash History - Invidious

Bash is the default shell in the majority of Linux distributions, and it has countless features and tricks to make you more efficient. Bash keeps a history of the commands you've typed at the prompt, but most people aren't aware of additional functionality that the history provides you.

BSD Now 445: Journey to BSD

Idiot's guide to OpenBSD on the Pinebook Pro, FreeBSD Periodic Scripts, history of service management in Unix, journey from macOS to FreeBSD, Unix processes ?infecting? each other, navidrom music server on FreeBSD, and more.
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